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POWER REAL-TIME 
INTELLIGENCE
Turbo Charge Your Splunk Enterprise Deployments

For thousands of organizations, Splunk® has become mission-critical.  

But it’s still a very demanding workload. Pure Storage solutions 

dramatically improve Splunk Enterprise deployments by accelerating data 

ingest, indexing, search, and reporting capabilities – giving businesses 

the speed and intelligence to make faster, more informed decisions.

THE DEMANDS OF SPLUNK ENTERPRISE

Splunk enables businesses to gain real-time insight from the massive amount 
of machine data generated by their IT systems and technology infrastructure. 
Organizations are then able to act on real-time events, improve service levels, 
and deliver superior business results. 

To operate in real-time, a Splunk cluster must be able to continuously ingest 
and index huge quantities of data, while concurrently processing large numbers 
of ad-hoc queries and complex reports. These operations generate intensive, 
random read and write workloads which the underlying storage must be able 
to cope with or else storage bottlenecks will cause slowdowns – delayed data 
availability, end users unhappy, and critical incidents missed.

CHALLENGES TO STORAGE THAT SPLUNK PRESENTS

Indexing: Indexer nodes generate highly random, mixed read/write workloads 
and high I/O contention on the storage sub-system, resulting in CPUs waiting  
for I/O and blocked queues within Splunk.

User Concurrency: When storage performance lags, the result is often data  
not available at indexer nodes when needed, which limits both the number  
of end user queries processed per day and the number of concurrent users. 

Scaling: Virtualization allows Splunk clusters to scale up or down quickly. 
However, poor storage performance limits scalability in virtualized environments.

Search: Storage performance bottlenecks prevent users from running  
ad-hoc searches.

Enterprise-Grade Availability: As Splunk supports increasingly business- 
critical use cases, it’s imperative for a cluster’s underlying infrastructure 
components to be highly available. In addition, storage data must be protected 
from node failures and performance loss during upgrades and maintenance.

THE PURE STORAGE SOLUTION

Pure Storage offers powerful, simple, and resilient all-flash solutions which 
directly address the storage-related challenges of Splunk Enterprise 
deployments – and enable IT organizations to drive more timely insights from 
their data. Get the power and efficiency you need to run your most demanding 
Splunk Enterprise deployments. 

100% FLASH FOR LESS  
THAN DISK

Realize TCO below the cost of  
disk with industry-leading data 

reduction and 10x savings on power, 
cooling, and space

ALL-FLASH SPEED

Consistent sub-ms latency 
eliminates storage  

performance challenges

SCALE AND RELIABILITY

Pure Storage delivers high 
availability, consistent performance, 

and non-disruptive operations
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SCALE CONFIDENTLY AND SEAMLESSLY
Starting at 61TB usable capacity with the //X10 and scaling up to 3.3PB usable with the //X90, the FlashArray 
product line provides an all-flash storage solution for every budget and need.

61TB 314TB 663TB 1.3PB

3.3PB

FLASHARRAY & FLASHSTACK
With proven 99.9999% availability and the industry’s most granular and comprehensive data reduction,  
Pure Storage FlashArray™ delivers the speed, resiliency, and simplicity of all-flash storage at a price point  
below that of spinning disk. Take advantage of Splunk’s power while leveraging the low latency, high IOPS,  
and throughput of FlashArray. Or go further with the Pure FlashStack™ solution, which couples FlashArray with 
Cisco UCS components to deliver converged infrastructure that’s ready to power even the most demanding  
Splunk deployments – from pilot to production.

Easy to install and simple to manage and scale, Pure Storage solutions reduce the burden on IT teams and lower 
power, cooling, and space costs. Forget about performance challenges – you’ll get high availability to match that 
of Splunk, consistent sub-ms latency (even through maintenance and upgrades) and myriad other Splunk-related 
performance benefits:

IMPROVED INGEST AND INDEXING RATES

Increase the rate and amount of data ingested and reduce  
the time taken for data to become available.

IMPROVED CONCURRENT USER REPORTING

Increase report frequency and the number of users running 
reports with improved reporting time.

VIRTUALIZE

Easily virtualize Splunk indexer nodes without compromising 
performance.

IMPROVED SEARCHES

Run ad-hoc search queries without impacting the performance  
of other concurrent critical operations.

ENTERPRISE-GRADE AVAILABILITY

Pure Storage delivers high availability, consistent performance,  
and non-disruptive operations.


